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Qudit states & preparation…

1. Complete construction of states in

Starting from base states, apply d-dimensional operators

2. State truncation

Truncate the Fock state expansion of a conventional optical field

qudit…
d-dimensional quantum states



projection synthesis…..
Synthesis the desired state from the state space of the 

system by conditional measurement

Photocounts:

Input Fock states:

ancillary
states

Photodetection
- conditional measurement

Ex:



standard Pegg-Phillips-Barnett (PPB) scheme:



[experimental realization Babichiev et. al. q-ph/0208066]



generation of qutrit

extension to higher dimensional output states  by proper 
choice of beamsplitters and detection events ?

Fidelity = 1



generation of quartit, quintit, etc..

basic QSD scheme cannot be used to generate or teleport 
higher dimensional states

Fidelity < 1



multiport Mach-Zender interferometer

similar to QSD schemes except the apex beamsplitter which 
channels a part of the input state to the output



remove the apex BS…..

teleportation-like design
only 4-inputs

choose BSs and PSs to generate the required state



remove 2-inputs & 2-outputs…..

standard QSD scheme



preparing quartit & quintit…..



projection synthesis…..

BS transmittance

Phase shifters

Input Fock states:

Photocounts:

What can we do with single photon inputs and detections?



hole burning in Fock space..
selective removal of Fock states with specific photon 

numbers from the field

truncation + removal



Fock state filtering...
selection of one or more specific Fock state from the field

special case --synthesis



Fidelity vs detectors

Fidelity close to unity for weak input field

Dark count effect although stronger than 
efficiency can be minimized by proper choice of detection window time



Fidelity vs beamsplitters...





Summary...

We have proposed a modified multiport interferometer as a 
generalized Quantum Scissors Device for tele-generation

and tele-engineering of quantum qudit states

In this scheme truncation of coherent state up to its six-photon
level is possible

Experimental implementation is feasible with conventional
photon counters and parametric down conversion as the 
single photon source if the input coherent state is weak


